ZENITH brings you Two Magnificent New-Style
CLOCK RADIOS

with "Big Set Tone—Distance—Performance!"
For Perfect PITCH and TEMPO Control of Records Old and New

**COBRA-MATIC***

With the Cobra-Matic, you can play and enjoy virtu-Victors and Brunswicks that were recorded at different speeds—the three standard speed 33⅓ records of today. In fact, the Cobra-Matic plays all speeds from 10 to 85 RPM, including the proposed new 16 RPM "talking book" records.

Adjust pitch and tempo to suit your own ears.

Did you know that if the speed at which an LP record was played varies as little as 1% from one RPM the music may sharp or flat by more than a quarter tone! And, of course, no two phonographs you have exactly the tone and pitch you want with every record you are playing... and to suit yourself.

**The Westador**—Steady raving... simply "at home" in a formal or informal setting. Features a three-speed changer, with selected speeds, Panasonic 12-inch speaker, automatic anti-skip device,省rmant, and an easy-to-play-in position. In scratch-resistant, Mahogany- color or Blonde Pyroxylin. 33⅓, 45, 78 RPM. 30" high; 16" wide; 17⅛ deep. Model 8893.

**The Westador**—The charm of the traditional bookshelf speaker, collared in inches. Modern, too! Top and doors are turned Mahogany in a glowing finish. Inside are Zenith "plug" combiners like the Cobramatic which automatically changes 7⅞ to 12⅞ inches and plays any sound from 10 to 85 RPM. "Super-Fidelity" changer. Radiogon* Tone Control. Also in Mahogany. 33⅓ high; 36½ wide. Model 8895.
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